This paper derives the exact discrete time representations of various systems of fourthorder differential equations in which the vector process may contain both stock and flow series. A closed system of equations is considered, i.e. no exogenous variables are present, and two open systems in which one contains just the levels and the other contains fourth derivatives of the vector of exogenous variables. The continuous time paths of the exogenous variables are approximated using a quartic interpolant. 
Introduction
In the continuous time framework it is common to use a pure differential equation to model a single time series, or a system of differential equations for vector time series. Bergstrom (1976) and (1990) contain many theoretical continuous time studies that consider ways of estimating the parameters from such models from discretely observed data. One way to do this, and the method that is typically used in recent years, is to derive the exact discrete time model from the solution to the system of differential equations. This is so called because data of any observation frequency, generated by the continuous time equation, will satisfy this discrete model exactly. These discrete time models are of vector autoregressive moving average (VARMA) form such that a system of kth-order differential equations has an exact discrete time representation which is VARMA(k, k − 1) for a vector of stock variables, and VARMA(k, k) if at least one element of the vector process is a flow. This paper concentrates on various fourth-order systems of differential equation and provides the exact discrete time coefficient and autocovariance matrices formulae. These models could be of interest to econometricians wishing to capture stationary seasonal behaviour in quarterly data in the continuous time framework. This is because a fourth-order differential equation is associated with a VARMA(4,3) or VARMA(4,4) and autoregressions are a popular way of modelling seasonally observed time series in discrete time. They capture correlations between observations in the same seasons of different years where these correlations weaken as the time difference increases. Seasonal dummies are also included to describe any deterministic seasonal features. Seasonal dummies have not been included in differential equations so far in the continuous time literature and here they are treated in the same way as an intercept, i.e. as an exogenous variable whose continuous time path is observable.
It is common to find empirical applications in continuous time econometrics that apply lower orders of model to seasonally adjusted data. One reason is that typically this will involve using a first or second-order differential equation, the properties of which are already well established in the continuous time literature (see Bergstrom (1990) for some examples). Bergstrom and Chambers (1990) is an example, in which a second-order differential equation is used to model quarterly seasonally adjusted data. However, the seasonal behaviour exhibited by many economic time series is an inherent part of their evolution, which should be captured within the modelling process rather than extracted from the series prior to modelling and estimation. Methods of adjusting for seasonality are often inappropriate as they can extract more than can be considered seasonal behaviour, and seasonal adjustment can distort the underlying relationships between variables. With the representations given in this paper it is possible to avoid using seasonally adjusted quarterly data, as the models are designed to capture any stationary and deterministic seasonal fluctuations that may be present.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 a closed system is considered which also contains a vector of seasonal dummies and an intercept term. Based on the methods of Chambers (1999) , the coefficient matrices of the exact discrete time model and the autocovariance structure of the discrete time disturbances are determined. Section 3 derives the discrete time model of an open fourth-order system, in which the vector of exogenous variables enters the model in levels. Of course, only discretely observed data are available, and so an assumption regarding the evolution of the continuous time paths of the exogenous variables is required. Much of the literature so far on the estimation of open differential equation systems assumes the exogenous variables to be quadratic functions of time, regardless of the order of the underlying differential equation or the frequency of the data observations. However, the accuracy of the estimates depend upon the accuracy with which the paths of the exogenous variables can be approximated using a quadratic interpolant. The assumption made here is that the exogenous variables are generated by a quartic interpolant, i.e. they are polynomials in time of degree not exceeding four on overlapping intervals [t − 5, t ] of [0, T ] . This produces fourth-order lags of the exogenous variables in the exact discrete time model and thus encapsulates seasonal correlations between the dependant and independant variables. The system is then adapted to include fourth derivatives of the exogenous variables.
Having derived the exact discrete time model for a system of fourth-order differential equations, the algorithm provided in Bergstrom (1986) , can be implemented, which computes the Gaussian likelihood function and allows the parameters in the continuous time model to be estimated. Section 4 contains concluding comments.
Section 3 contains several references to Appendix B which contains the formulae for the coefficient matrices in the exact discrete time model for the open system of differential equations. This appendix can be obtained on request from the author.
A closed fourth-order system of differential equations
Consider the following fourth-order closed system of differential equations
where {x(t)} ∞ t=0 is a real valued q-dimensional stochastic process and c(t) is a 4-dimensional vector consisting of a constant and three seasonal dummy variables defined as s i (t) = 1 in quarter i, for i = 1, 2, 3; 0 otherwise.
The vector c(t) is therefore a vector of exogenous variables whose continuous time paths are known, e.g. s 1 (t) = 1 for all τ − 1 < t ≤ τ for τ = 1, 5, 9, . . .. The matrices A 0 (θ), . . . , A 3 (θ) are of dimension q × q and B(θ) is a q × 4 matrix, all of known functions of an unknown p × 1 parameter vector θ where p ≤ 4q(q + 1) (this upper bound represents the number of elements in all matrices). The stochastic derivative D is the mean square differential operator defined by
The disturbance term, ζ(dt) in (1) is a vector of random measures that is assumed to have white noise properties and the following assumption is made.
] is a vector of random measures, defined on all subsets of the line 0 < t < ∞ with finite Lebesgue measure, such that
, where Σ is a positive definite matrix and E[ζ i (∆ 1 )ζ j (∆ 2 )] = 0, i, j = 1, . . . , q for any disjoint sets ∆ 1 and ∆ 2 .
Given that the disturbance term in (1) is a random measure and hence defined on intervals of time rather than at points in time, the term D 4 x(t) does not exist. The process x(t) is therefore interpreted as satisfying the stochastic integral equation system
where the first integral on the right-hand side is defined in the wide sense 1 , the second integral t 0 c(r)dr is observable and
] allows the system to be written in companion form
where the 4q × 4q matrix A, the 4q × 4 matrix B * and the 4q × 1 vector ζ * are given by
The zero matrices in A, B * and ζ * are of dimension q × q, q × 4 and q × 1 respectively. The solution to (1) exists and is unique, see Bergstrom (1983) . This solution satisfies integral equation (2) and the boundary conditions y(0) = [x(0) , . . . , D 3 x(0) ] which are non-random, and is given by the first q equations of the system
where the matrix exponential is defined as
Assumption 2. A 0 (θ) is a nonsingular matrix.
The system (3) is nonstationary if there are zero roots (z = 0) of the characteristic equation det(α(z)) = 0 where α(z) = zI 4q − A. It is equivalent to state that nonstationarity implies that there is at least one zero eigenvalue of A and hence A is c n (t)dt as n → ∞, where n (t), n = 1, 2, . . . , is a sequence of simple integrable processes which converge uniformly to (t) on [c, d] . A process n (t) is simple on an interval [c, d] if there is a countable disjoint family of measurable sets ∆ k , k = 1, 2, . . . , whose union is the interval [c, d] and (t) = k for t ∈ ∆ k , k = 1, 2, . . . ,. The simple random process is integrable in the wide sense on
singular. This occurs if and only if A 0 is singular (see Chambers (1999) ). Therefore Assumption 2 rules out the possibility of zero roots and thus integrated and cointegrated processes. The system however is not required to be stable i.e. Assumption 2 says nothing about eigenvalues with positive real parts. Chambers (1999) determines a method for estimating a kth order differential equation, for k ≥ 2, in which the system is allowed to contain zero roots. This means that A 0 can be singular 2 . This could be implemented here with minor modifications, but allowing for zero roots creates problems when deriving the coefficient matrices for the open model, which are beyond the scope for this paper, and hence Assumption 2 is maintained throughout.
Allowing for both stock and flow variables 3 , the vector x(t) can be partitioned as
Essentially, the aim is to derive a discrete equation that is satisfied by the observable variables contained in the vector
Selection matrices are used to pick out the required elements from the above vector. Thus selection matrix S 1 , given by
where q r = 3q − q s , I k denotes the k × k identity matrix and 0 kl is the k × l null matrix, will produce the following vector of observable variables
. The unobservable vector of variables is obtained in a similar fashion by applying selection matrix S 2 defined as
Assumption 3. The 3q×3q matrices C 22 and M , defined in Theorem 1, are nonsingular.
2 Given that in Chambers (1999) , A 0 can be singular this implies that A can not be inverted. Chambers overcomes this problem by writing
The problem for the econometrician is to estimate the vector of parameters β = [θ , µ ] where µ are the elements of Σ, from system (1) using the sample of observations x 1 , . . . , x T that are assumed to be generated from the continuous time model. This is achieved through the estimation of a discrete time model that is satisfied exactly by the data. The coefficient matrices of the exact discrete time model, defined in terms of the θ parameters, which hold for t = 5, . . . , T , are given in Theorem 1 below. Theorem 1. Under Assumptions 1-3, the exact discrete time model corresponding to the continuous time system (1) is given by
for t = 5, . . . , T, wherec t = [c t−1 , c t−2 , c t−3 ] and c t = c(t) for discrete time periods and
Proof. See Appendix A.
The equations in Theorem 1 hold only for observation 5 onwards. By keeping the first four observations fixed, information about initial states is excluded. It is important to incorporate information that relates x 1 , . . . , x 4 to the initial state vector y (0) as this improves the finite sample performance of the Gaussian estimator. Theorem 2 contains this information.
Theorem 2. Under Assumptions 1-3, the exact discrete time model corresponding to the continuous time system (1), for t = 1, . . . , 4, is given by
where
To evaluate the likelihood function it is necessary to determine the autocovariance structure of the discrete time disturbance terms η t . This involves analysis of the vector v t which contains double integrals of functions of the continuous time disturbance ζ * (dt), as shown in Theorems 1 and 2. Fortunately, these double integrals can be reduced to single integrals using a result from Bergstrom (1997) which shows that
and
for t = 2, . . . , T . Thus it is possible to define v 1 and v t as
for t = 2, . . . , T . Using the equations in (9) it is possible to derive the moving average representation for η t and its autocovariances as presented in Theorem 3.
Theorem 3. Under Assumptions 1-3, the discrete time disturbance vectors η 1 , . . . , η T have the moving average representation
The autocovariance matrices of η 1 , . . . , η T are given by
is a matrix of dimension qT × qT and has the form
Given the results of Theorems 1 to 3 it is possible to estimate the structural parameters by minimising the function
which represents minus twice the logarithm of the Gaussian likelihood function less a constant. As shown in Bergstrom (1986) the use of the Cholesky factorisation Ω = V V exploits the sparseness of the covariance matrix to make the computation of the likelihood function much simpler. V is a lower triangular matrix consisting of positive elements along the diagonal, given by
Therefore equation (10) can be written
where v ii is the ith diagonal element of V and = [ 1 , . . . , qT ] whose elements are determined recursively from V = η. The advantage of using (11) is that it avoids the need to invert the qT × qT matrix Ω. Closed models such as (1) are often too limited to be of use in applied econometric work. Economic theory may suggest the need for exogenous variables in the continuous time specification. It is essential therefore to consider the presence of exogenous variables in the fourth-order differential equation system and in the following section they are included in both levels and derivatives. From the information provided by previous studies, it is important to use an interpolant that will best describe the continuous time path of the exogenous variables. Naturally, the choice made is arbitrary, but it is possible to use the observation interval as a guide to the choice of polynomial degree. In this case, to account for seasonal patterns in processes observed quarterly, a quartic interpolant will be used as this produces fourth-order lags of the exogenous variables in the exact discrete time model. In some applications of these methods with quarterly data, e.g, Bergstrom and Chambers (1990) , a second-order differential equation is employed and the continuous time paths of the exogenous variables are approximated by a quadratic interpolant because the data is seasonally adjusted. As discussed earlier, seasonal adjustment can create problems and it is preferable to use unadjusted data and to account for the seasonal patterns via appropriate lag structures. Section 3 therefore derives the exact discrete time model from a fourth-order open system of differential equations.
The open fourth-order system of differential equations
Consider the open system of differential equations
where z(t) is an m × 1 vector of exogenous variables 4 and B(θ) is a q × m matrix of known functions of θ. The other variables are as defined in the closed model in the previous section. Equation (12) can be interpreted as meaning that x(t) satisfies the stochastic integral equation
The exogenous variables are a mixture of both stock and flow variables such that 
for t = 1, . . . , T , where the observable stock component is simply a trapezoidal approximation to t t−1 z s (r)dr. The degree to which the discrete time model, given in Theorem 4 below, is an approximation to the data generated by (12), depends upon the accuracy with which the interpolant approximates the continuous time path of the exogenous variables. The interpolant used in this derivation is given by
for t − 5 ≤ t ≤ t . The discrete time model is satisfied exactly by the data if the continuous time paths of the exogenous variables are actually generated by the fourth-order interpolant in (15), otherwise it is only an approximation. The model given below holds for t = 5, . . . , T .
Theorem 4. Let x(t) be the solution of equation (12) on the interval [0, T ] subject to the boundary conditions given in the previous section, and assume that over the subinterval [t − 5, t ] of [0, T ], the elements of z(t) are polynomials in t of degree not exceeding four. Then the vectors x t , x t−1 , . . . , x t−4 , z t , z t−1 , . . . , z t−4 satisfy the equation
for t = 5, . . . , T, where F 1 , F 2 , F 3 , F 4 and η t are defined in Theorem 1, and E i , i = 0, . . . , 4 are given in Appendix B.
Again, information for the first four observations are required and are provided in the supplementary equations in Theorem 5 below.
Theorem 5. Let x(t) be the solution to equation (12) on the interval [0, T ] subject to the boundary conditions given in the previous section, and assume that over the interval [0, 5] , the elements of z(t) are polynomials in t of degree not exceeding four. Then the vectors x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , z 1 , z 2 , z 3 , z 4 , and z 5 satisfy the equations
where C ij , for i, j = 1, 2, G i , for i = 1, . . . , 4 and η 1 , . . . , η 4 are given in Theorems 1 and 2 and E ij , for i = 1, . . . , 4, j = 1, . . . , 5 are given in Appendix B.
The open system considered above contains exogenous variables in levels. General open models containing derivatives of the exogenous variables are analysed in Chambers (1991) in which the exact discrete time model is determined from a system of second-order differential equations containing second-order derivatives of the exogenous variables. Nowman (1991) , using the same continuous time model as Chambers (1991) , provides a different method by transforming the exogenous variables in such a way that the formulae for the discrete time model from a second-order differential equation with only levels of exogenous variables are valid. The exact discrete time model in Chambers (1991) is for the unadjusted variables.
Here, the Chambers (1991) method is used to derive the exact discrete time model of a fourth-order system of differential equations (in both endogenous and exogenous variables) for the unadjusted variables and hence providing the precise formulae for the coefficient matrices. The fourth-order open model with fourth derivatives of the exogenous variables is given by
and the exact discrete time system is provided in Theorem 6.
Theorem 6. For t = 5, . . . , T , the vectors x t , . . . , x t−4 and z t , . . . , z t−4 satisfy the system
where C ij , for i, j = 1, 2, G i , for i = 1, . . . , 4 and η 1 , . . . , η 4 are given in Theorems 1 and 2, and E * ij , for i = 1, . . . , 4, j = 1, . . . , 5 are given in Appendix B. Proof. See Appendix A.
The extra generality that is achieved by including derivatives of the exogenous variables should allow far more flexibility for empirical studies in continuous time econometrics.
Conclusion
This paper has considered a range of continuous time systems that may be suitable for the modelling of quarterly data. Using the exact discrete time models derived, it is possible to estimate the parameters of the continuous time models specified as either closed fourth-order differential equations or open systems in which the exogenous variables appear in both levels and derivatives. The methods are clearly complex, in both open and closed cases. It appears therefore that to estimate continuous time models with seasonally observed data, the use of the differential equation specification incurs large computational costs. But the many advantages to formulating models in continuous time justify such complexities. 
Given that x t = S 1 t t−1 y(r)dr and w t = S 2 t t−1 y(r)dr and noting that S 1 S 1 + S 2 S 2 = I 4q , then the premultiplication of (A.3) by S 1 and S 2 provides an equation for x t and w t respectively such that
t−2 y(r)dr + S 2 bc t + S 2 v t . Hence
By eliminating unobservable w t−1 from the first equation in (A.4), this will provide an equation consisting of only observable random variables. By lagging (A.4) by 1, 2 and 3 periods, this generates the following system x t−1 = C 11 x t−2 + C 12 w t−2 + b 1 c t−1 + u 1,t−1 x t−2 = C 11 x t−3 + C 12 w t−3 + b 1 c t−2 + u 1,t−2 x t−3 = C 11 x t−4 + C 12 w t−4 + b 1 c t−3 + u 1,t−3 w t−1 = C 21 x t−2 + C 22 w t−2 + b 2 c t−1 + u 2,t−1 w t−2 = C 21 x t−3 + C 22 w t−3 + b 2 c t−2 + u 2,t−2 w t−3 = C 21 x t−4 + C 22 w t−4 + b 2 c t−3 + u 2,t−3 .
This is a system of 12 equations where each x t−i is a q×1 vector and each w t−i vector is a 3q × 1 vector. By defining new variablesw t = [w t−1 , . . . , w t−4 ] of dimension 12q × 1, x t = [x t−1 , . . . , x t−4 ] of dimension 4q × 1 andc t = [c t−1 , c t−2 , c t−3 ] of dimension 12 × 1, the system (A.5) can be written as where
N ,b and e t are defined in Theorem 1. Equation (A.6) can be written
where the first 3q equations correspond to w t−1 . Denoting the first 3q rows of M −1 by M and by using the inversion formula for partitioned matrices
Substituting (A.8) into (A.4) yields
This is equation (5) The integral involving the matrix of constants and seasonal dummies can be written as S 1 bc 1 and hence
which corresponds to the first equation in system (6) in Theorem 2. To derive the equation for x 2 , set t = 2 in (A.4) to give
Of course, w 1 is unobservable and must be eliminated from the equation. Given that w 1 = S 2 1 0 y(r)dr, then
Substitution of (A.11) into (A.10) provides the expression for x 2 in Theorem 2. The equations for x 3 and x 4 are derived in a similar fashion.
End of proof. Proof of Theorem 3
In Theorem 1, η t is defined as
Replacing e t with the vector of lagged u 1t , u 2t terms gives
where M i and M ij are defined in Theorem 3. By noting that u 1t = S 1 v t , u 2t = S 2 v t and v t = v 1t + v 2,t−1 with v 1t and v 2t also defined in Theorem 3, then
It is simple to see that B 0 , . . . , B 4 are derived from (A.12). Expressions for the disturbance vectors η 1 , . . . , η 4 are found in a similar way.
The autocovariance matrices of the discrete disturbances are found by realising that E(v it v js ) = 0 for i, j = 1, 2 and t = s.
End of proof.

Proof of Theorem 4 Let
for t −5 ≤ t ≤ t where a, b, c, d and e are m×1 vectors of constants. By substitution of equation (A.13) into equation (14) and letting t assume the values t , t − 1, t − 2, t − 3 and t − 4 successively, the following system of equations is obtained .20) Substituting the values for a, b, c, d and e from system (A.14) into equation (A.15) and then substituting this into (A.19), the following formulae are obtained Substitution of (A.27) and (A.28) into system (A.26) gives equations (17).
End of proof
Proof of Theorem 6
Assuming that z(t) follows a fourth-order polynomial in t, as in equation (A.13), system (A.14) can be obtained. Now let u(t) be defined as u(t) = x(t) + Q 0 a + (W 1 Q 0 − Q 1 )b + 2(Q 2 − W 1 Q 1 )c + 2(W End of proof.
Proof of Theorem 7
The coefficient matrices of Theorem 7 are derived in the same way as those in Theorem 5.
End of proof.
